Minutes of the Kenya ASAL Advocacy Group held on the 13th
April 2015 at the DLCI offices, Hurlingham, Nairobi
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Objective of the meeting
 To review action points from last meeting in November 2014;
 To get updates on the progress of the community land bill, vet bill review, livestock bill,
IDDRSI meeting, Pastoral Leadership Forum,
 To get updates on other advocacy activities
Introduction
Vanessa welcomed and asked people to introduce themselves. She thanked the participants for
coming and explained that the KAAG has been active since 2010, and had been agreed from the
last meeting that it should continue due to its significance in bringing ASAL advocacy
organisations together. She explained that the main purpose of this meeting was to prepare for
the PPG meeting on the 16th April in which some of the partners would present at as well as to
get updates on ongoing policy processes. Vanessa then viewed the action points from previous
meeting and asked that partners follow up on the action points.

Presentations and discussions
1. EDE, IDDRSI meeting, NACONEK and ASAL Policy revision, Jarso Mokku, DLCI
Ending Drought Emergencies: Jarso updated the group that the EDE was approved by a meeting
of PS’s in February and the official launch will be end April. He said that the 6 pillar groups are
reviving and asked interested members to join the relevant pillar groups. He also said there will
be a meeting in Naivasha on the 20th to bring groups together to gauge their understanding of
the EDE.
IDDRSI Steering Committee and General Assembly Meeting: Jarso stated that he attended the
IDDRSI steering committee meeting from 23rd -27th, which started with a Global Alliance meeting
and ended with the General Assembly. He said that DLCI coordinated support for CSOs from IGAD
countries, who raised concerns over the lack of community representation in the whole IDDRSI
process. It was also resolved that IGAD NGO/CSO forum would take on CSOs to participate in and
the Programme Coordinating Unit will develop a framework for further strengthening CSO
engagement in the IDDRSI. It was agreed that Jarso would share the report and the resolutions
from the meeting. It was mentioned that IGAD NGO forum is inactive and there is poor
coordination and tracking of resolutions. For example, only one country could state they had
implemented the Pastoral Policy.
NACONEK: The members of the Council are now in office and at the first meeting they looked at
Nomadic Education Policy which is currently under review. The education amendment bill is also
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in progress. Jarso mentioned that DLCI is organising a workshop to share the integrated education
framework for drylands on 6th May 2015 where education stakeholders will be invited.
ASAL Policy review: The review of the ASAL policy is being done by the Directorate of ASALs
within the ministry of devolution, which said is revising the policy to realign it with the devolved
structures. This may not be finalised until the next financial year. It was discussed that the ASAL
CSOs and development actors need to be alert with this review to ensure that substantial review
does not lead to loss of the gains that have already been achieved with the policy. Besides, there
are no major activities going on at the DASAL, as they are only working on 2 main issues: State of
the ASALs report And GIS platform (trying to put together all special maps to one platform).
2. Draft irrigation policy and draft irrigation bill, Vanessa Tilstone, DLCI
The draft irrigation policy was released on 19th February 2015 and feedback was requested on
the 27th February and county consultations were done the following week. Objective of the policy
is: ‘to expand land under irrigation by an average of 80,000ha per year in line with Vision 2030’.
Some of the concerns in the policy include: lack of reference or no evidence of learning from
failures of irrigation in past, no consideration of drylands residents - no mention of current land
users and residents e.g. while ‘demand-driven development’ is emphasized (page 6); and that
irrigation potential is based on estimated and questionable water availability not availability of
land.
DLCI therefore recommends the following:
1. Need to carry out independent environmental and social impact assessments;
2. Consultation with land users/residents, compensation of land users or implications of change
of land use;
3. Need to more accurately assess water resources and the impact of irrigation on water sources
or other land uses;
4. Conflict prevention.
5. Ensuring community land bill is in place ‘it is expected that county governments …ensure that
private and community land is well conserved’
Draft irrigation bill: This draft bill was released on the 2nd April and consultations were done on
10th April. It was however noted that only 2 people from Garissa and 1 from Kajiado counties
represented the ASALs. The bill has now been finalized and is awaiting approval.
There are concerns in the draft bill too, as is with the irrigation policy, and one is that the national
level is taking too much responsibility, yet agriculture is a devolved function. There are also
concerns about national governments ability to manage from Nairobi some of functions e.g. “The
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national director receives and determines applications for any irrigation project, monitors and
enforces conditions attached to licenses for all irrigation projects and provides land in national
irrigation schemes for public purposes.” DLCI is pushing for the suspension of the bill until all the
concerns are properly addressed.
3. Livestock Expo –Herding for markets, Abdikarim Daud, Kenya Markets Trust
The livestock expo scheduled for November this year is being organised with Agri Focus Group
and the Kenya Agriculture Livestock Producers Association together with KLMC. They organise
forums at the counties and were recently in Isiolo, Narok and Baringo. The theme is “Herding for
markets” and is being funded mainly by the private sector, including Airtel and KCB Foundation.
Abdikarim mentioned that it’s a forum for the private sector to market and sell their products
while pastoralists are given an opportunity to learn about pastoralism and better ways of
increasing productivity.
One of the benefiting groups is Anolei Group of Isiolo who are taught how to sell their milk and
other livestock products. An annual expo is organised by the stakeholders and a breakfast briefing
meeting was organised in early March to inform livestock stakeholders of the upcoming expo in
November. It was noted that the expo targets extensive livestock producers, most of who could
come from high potential areas of Kenya, with very few or none from the ASALs. It was also
observed that the people organising the expo at the national level have no understanding or
background of the ASALs or pastoralism.
The Kenya Markets Trust will be supporting KLMC who are part of the organising committee for
the November expo and have been feeling overshadowed by other organisers from the dairy
sector (Kenya Livestock Producers Association and Agri Group Focus). It was agreed that KLMC
would share the organogram of the organisers of the expo. It was also suggested that the
organising committee be expanded to include ASAL actors. A small section of the KAAG will
organise a meeting to discuss.
4. Community Land Bill and Land use planning learning event, Ken Otieno, RECONCILE
Ken stated that the other policies and bills are also linked to community land bill e.g. national
resource sharing bill, mining bill etc.
In the past three months, RECONCILE have met with key stakeholders in land and natural
resource sectors to discuss and plan on how to finalize and enact the community land law. It has
met with the Senate Committee on Land, Senate Community on Environment and Natural
Resources, Chairperson and Directors of National Land Commission (NLC), representatives of
CSOs working on land and natural resources and the media. Researches from the local and
international universities and research institutions have also been involved in these
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consultations. The consultations/meetings have led to sharing of experiences on the options and
strategies as well as harnessing the voices of concerns on the delays in enacting this law. The
build-up of this pressure is evident in key official speeches which references to community land
and the need for the law has been raised over and over. The recent one came during the World
Bank Conference on Land Governance (held last week) where Hon. Charity Ngilu, the Cabinet
Secretary promised to table the draft bill in the cabinet in the next two weeks.
Reconcile has reviewed the bills and produced 3 policy papers that retrace the history of land in
Kenya and will soon be available for wider sharing:




Current investments in the drylands
Security of tenure versus development –how do you convince someone to invest in a nonsecure land?
LAPPSET flagship projects

Increased knowledge on the contents of community land draft bills, mining bill and natural
resource benefit sharing bills. This has been achieved through radio and television talk shows,
round table meetings and the workshops. As a result of this, these bills are being approached
holistically. The advisors to the presidency have already called a consultation meeting on on
community land bill with an aim of negotiating the impasse that has existed for long.
Ken also said that Schedule 5 of the Constitution directs that legislation on Community Lands
(Article 63) be enacted by Parliament within 5 years (i.e. by August 26, 2015). There are currently
two bills that have been drafted on community lands. One of which is a modified version of a
draft bill completed by a consultant working on behalf of the Ministry of Lands in 2011. This draft
was tabled in the Senate. Another version of the bill was drafted by the Task Force on Community
Land and Evictions and Resettlement Bills and was sent to the Lands Cabinet Secretary and for
public circulation on November12, 2013. This Bill was reviewed by the CIC and sent to the AG’s
Office. To date, this Bill has not been presented to the Cabinet for requisite approval and
subsequent tabling in Parliament where debate and finalization can proceed prior to enactment.
Upon learning that the Bill was stalled, the President has directed that it be presented to Cabinet
before the end of the month (April 2015). Upon approval by the Cabinet and subsequent tabling
of the Bill in Parliament, the Senate version of the Bill will, in principle, be withdrawn. Hence, this
provides a small window of opportunity to suggest any additional enhancements to the Bill prior
to presentation to Cabinet, as it will undoubtedly be easier to make changes before the Bill is
tabled in Parliament.
Land use planning learning event: RECONCILE organised the workshop with Tuvuke and agreed
to share the outcomes with the team. He encouraged people to take on some of the action points
that were relevant to them.
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5. Vet Act Review, Alex, consultant for KLMC
KLMC contracted Tanolope Consultants to do a legal review of the Veterinary Surgeons and
Veterinary Para-Professionals Act, 2011 and provide recommendations for amending the act.
He said there is a draft 3 of the agricultural policy, which he said is more inclined towards crop,
while fisheries and livestock are not predominantly featured. The vet act does not mention
community based animal health workers, the composition of the board is imbalanced, and the
CS makes all appointments.
In a petition 195 of 2011, the judge acknowledged the grievances of the petitioners, but still
referred the case to parliament. For more of the recommendations, please refer to the
powerpoint presentation.
Discussion: Vanessa requested that KLMC come with a specific, clear action plan to be presented
at the PPG quarterly meeting. Nicoletta mentioned that it would be good to review the
experiences of other countries, especially Ethiopia for lessons of how they are implementing their
vet policy.
Action points: Alex to share the vet policy. Vanessa/Nicoletta to share the Regulatory Impact
Assessment done by Tufts University and any relevant documents/experiences from Ethiopia.
6. Pastoral Leadership Forum, Guyo Tuke, PPG
Guyo the coordinator for the Pastoralist Parliamentary Group presented an overview of the PPG’s
strategic framework. He explained that the PPG is focused on amending some of the existing
policies and laws so that they are in favor of the pastoralists. He reiterated that it is not enough
good policies if they are not translated the main beneficiaries who are the communities. The
PPG’s strategy outlines security as its number one priority in the first phase and are currently
looking at how to resolve issues of terrorism and radicalization, reviewing KPR amendment,
peace and conflict management policy among others.
The Pastoralist Leadership Forum in Narok in March looked at the leadership of PPG –its
structure, functions and frequency of meetings. It was resolved that the leadership would be
focusing on resolving conflicts in pastoralist areas in the next six months, and will address 8
resolutions that were agreed upon. Guyo said he would share the report from the Pastoralist
Leadership Forum with members of the group.
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7. Other updates
PDNK – Lappset project consultation meeting with county government and PPG Summit, National
Land Commission and communities. It was agreed that Monica Yator would share with the group
the planned dates.
ECHO La Nina Consortium – Ogle Dubow, Oxfam
Ogle mentioned that the La Nina phase V is being launched. La Nina is working with KLMC on
the vet bill and are working with county disaster management committees in 6 counties. The
committees have been trained on basic disaster management skills. Each of the county also
picked up and advocacy issue to work on such as security, water etc and have a communication
strategy in place.
A concern was raised as to whether the groups were linking up with the existing groups in the
ASALs, especially Asal Stakeholders Forum, NDMA’s County Steering Groups and the County
stakeholders forums spearheaded by RECONCILE. Ogle said that the groups were indeed linking
to each other. It was reiterated that there is needed to channel issues through the ASF which is
a platform for all the ASAL stakeholders to coordinate their issues as well as an avenue for
communities to channel their issues.
CEMIRIDE –Salome Gathoni said that they have a programme in Isiolo on successful devolution,
which was linking to IIED work there.
AOB
Ogle raised the concern that the group has been in existence since 2011, yet it has not been
keeping track of its achievements. It was agreed that people should note what they had
achieved since joining the group or what had changed as a result of their being in the group to
then share at the next meeting.
Vanessa also mentioned that DLCI is organising a book launch with IIED, PPG and NDMA on
climate change in the drylands on the 28th April 2015.
Close
Before closing, Dorina went through the action points of the day, as summaries in the table
below. It was agreed that the next meeting would be communicated in due course. The
meeting ended at 3.30 pm.
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Summary of action points
Issue

Action

IDDRSI

Share the report from the IDDRSI Jarso/DLCI
steering committee meeting as well
as resolutions adopted by the
General Assembly

Immediately

Draft irrigation
policy

Circulate the draft irrigation good
practice principles done by DLCI to
KAAG members for input

Vanessa/DLCI

Immediately

Livestock expo



KLMC to share the organogram
of the November expo for
comments from team;
Smaller group of partners
working on livestock and
livestock markets to meet to
discuss who to be involved in the
organising committee for the
November expo.

KLMC, KMT,
others

As soon as possible

Share report/presentations from
land use planning learning event;
KAAG members to take on some
of the action points from the
learning event, relevant to their
work.
Nicoletta to share reports done
by Tufts and any other reports by
Ethiopia.
DLCI to circulate the previous vet
amendment proposal with
KAAG/KLMC to see if anything is
relevant for upcoming PPG
meeting.

Dorina/DLCI

As soon as possible



Community land 
bill and land use
planning

learning event

Vet act





Who

Timeline

All

Nicoletta

As soon as possible

Vanessa

Alex/KMLC
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Alex to share agricultural policy
with team.

EAC Bill

Find from Tiampati, PDNK on
progress with regards to the
progress on EAC livestock bill.

Monica

As soon as possible

ADAP
consortium
climate change
adaptation
programme

Share with the group the costbenefit analysis report of the
adaptation programme in Isiolo

Jane/ADA
consortium

As soon as possible

ANNEX 1: Meeting agenda
TIME
ACTIVITY

RESPONSIBLE

8.30

Arrival and introductions

Vanessa

9.00

Action points from the last meeting and agenda and
objectives of the meeting

Vanessa

9:30

Mining bill

Charles Wanguhu, KCSPOG

10

Vet bill amendment

Qalicha, KLMC

10.30

Tea

11
11.30

Update on EDE, IDDRSI and Naconek and review of the Jarso Mokku, DLCI
ASAL policy
Updates from ASF
Guliye, ASF

12

Livestock expo –Herding for markets

Kenya Markets Trust

12.30

Draft irrigation policy and bill

Vanessa, DLCI

1:00

LUNCH BREAK
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2

Progress on community land bill/land use planning
bill/ Follow up on the land use planning learning
event

Ken, RECONCILE

2.30

Pastoral leadership forum and PPG meeting and
livestock bill

Guyo, PPG

3

Other updates by partners:
La Nina, Ogle, Oxfam;
VSF G, animal health service delivery through cost
sharing
PDNK,
CEMIRIDE
FAO
ACTED

4.00

TEA BREAK

4.15

Recap of action points, suggestions for next meeting
and AOB

Dorina, DLCI

4.45

Close

Jarso, DLCI
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Annex 2: List of participants

Name

Organisation

Ciaran Lavery

ACTED

Viola Gakii

ACTED

Salome Gathoni

CEMIRIDE

Vanessa Tilstone

DLCI

Vtilstone.dlci@gmail.com

Monica Naggaga-Kizito

DLCI

Mnaggaga.dlci@gmail.com

Dorina Prech

DLCI

dprech.dlci@gmail.com

Jarso Mokku

DLCI

jmokku@dlci-hoa.org

Lorna Mpaayei

DLCI

lmpaayei@dlci-hoa.org

Qalicha Wario

KLMC

qalicha@livestockcouncil.or.ke

Alex Gathii, Consultant

KLMC

Abdullahi G.

KLMC

Abdikarim Daud

KMT

Miriam Mulei

Email

adaud@kenyamarkets.org
mmulei@kenyamarkets.org
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Ogle dubow

Oxfam

odubow@oxfam.org.uk

Roxanne Abdulahi

Oxfam

rabdulali@oxfam.org.uk

Monica yator

PDNK

monica_yator@yahoo.com

Guyo Tuke

PPG

guyo2ke@yahoo.com

Ken Otieno

RECONCILE

kenotieno@reconcile-ea.org

Nicoleta Buono

VSF-G

buono@vsfg.org

Reenah Abubakar

VSF-G

rkarani@vsfg.org
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